Filamentous Structure of Hard β-Keratins in the Epidermal Appendages of Birds and Reptiles.
The structures of avian and reptilian epidermal appendages, such as feathers, claws and scales, have been modelled using X-ray diffraction and electron microscopy data, combined with sequence analyses. In most cases, a family of closely related molecules makes up the bulk of the appendage, and each of these molecules contains a central β-rich 34-residue segment, which has been identified as the principal component of the framework of the 3.4 nm diameter filaments. The N- and C-terminal segments form the matrix component of the filament/matrix complex. The 34-residue β-rich central domains occur in pairs, related by either a parallel dyad or a perpendicular dyad axis, and form a β-sandwich stabilized by apolar interactions. They are also twisted in a right-handed manner. In feather, the filaments are packed into small sheets and it is possible to determine their likely orientation within the sheets from the low-angle X-ray diffraction data. The physical properties of the various epidermal appendages can be related to the amino acid sequence and composition of defined molecular segments characteristic of the chains concerned.